**Israel Philosophy Association 22nd Annual Conference**

**Conferencing Details:**
- Time: 9:00-9:30
- Location: Building 1002, Bar-Ilan University
- Registration: 9:00-9:30
- Opening Session: 9:30-11:00 (in Hebrew)

**Program Highlights:**
-Acknowlegments: The Lechter Institute for Literary Research, The Lewis Family Foundation for International Conferences in the Humanities

**Sessions and Presentations:**
- **Emotions and Feelings**
  - Chair: Danny Atlas
  - Oded Na’aman: Looking backward, moving forward: the case of anger
  - Loew Wajtschaw: Intuition experiences as cognitive feelings

- **Religion and Ethics**
  - Chair: Charlotte Katzoff
  - Shlomo Dov Rosen: Gratitude over existence
  - Yady Oren: Pains of concept ‘I’ between intellect and soul

- **Philosophy of Language and Logic**
  - Chair: Ruth Weintraub
  - Noah Koren: Do category mistakes warrant a revision of logic?
  - James Openhans: Aboutness and safety

- **Philosophy of Action**
  - Chair: Noam Hoffer
  - Eyev Steinberg: Voluntary commitnents (not)
  - Ariel Furstenberg: Hidden intentions and simulated agency

- **History of Philosophy**
  - Chair: Noa Naaman-Zauderer
  - Daniel Schneider: Spinoza’s meditation on the candle wax
  - Samuel Lebens: Reassessing Russell's relationship with idealism

- **Philosophy of Mind**
  - Chair: Yonatan Beter
  - Elie Bizer: Necessary facts
  - Ami Pundik: Unpredictably free

- **Metaphysics**
  - Chair: Eli Dresner
  - Günther Eder: Meaning, truth, and paradox
  - Mark Bowker: Truthless generics

- **Political Philosophy**
  - Chair: Michael Antony
  - Ron Aboodi: Natural distinction in metaethics
  - Nathan Milikowsky: Self-government of all the people? An alternative view of persistent minorities

- **Political Ethics**
  - Chair: Arnon Averbach
  - Tom Waiton: An argument for the vacuity of the natural non-natural distinction in metaethics
  - Ron Absodi: Without a thought too many: virtuous de-dicto moral motivation via policies and plans

- **The Psychological Lab: Yoga Practice and the Mind-Body Problem**
  - Chair: Daniel Schacter
  - The consequences of virtue

- **Philosophy of Mind**
  - Chair: Eli Dresner
  - Günther Eder: Meaning, truth, and paradox
  - Mark Bowker: Truthless generics

- **Philosophy of Language**
  - Chair: Eli Dresner
  - Gideon Edelman: On the limits of mathematics in Plato’s cosmology
  - Dana Riesenfeld: The misunderstood Davidson

- **Religion and Ethics**
  - Chair: Hanoa Ben-Pazi
  - Michael Fagenblatt: For goodness sake: an ethical defense of subjectivity without identity

- **Epistemology**
  - Chair: Michael Antony
  - Arnon Averbach: On living the testimonial-skeptic’s life: can testimonial skepticism be dismissed?
  - Boaz Miller: Fake news and the social-epistemic norm of online posting

**Acknowledgments:**
The Lechter Institute for Literary Research, The Lewis Family Foundation for International Conferences in the Humanities.

**Contact Information:**
- Website: www.biu.ac.il
- Phone: +972-3-5324444
- Fax: +972-3-5324455
- Email: info@biu.ac.il

**Event Location:**
Building 1002, Bar-Ilan University

**Event Date:**
Wednesday, February 13, 2019

**Conference Theme:**
"Epistemology in the 22nd Annual Conference of the Israel Philosophy Association"